
FACEBOOK ADS FOR BEGINNERS 
($997 VALUE) 

 

This beginner's course in Facebook ad shows you from beginning to end, the 
whole fb ads platform in a newbie friendly way. In this you'll learn how to setup 
your very first ads campaign, and learn about the the facebook pixel, and how 

it works.  

GET ACCESS NOW 

3 Hour Video Shopify A-Z  
(Ricky & Limitless Marketer)  

Advanced Research and How to Run 
Successful Shopify Stores 

GET ACCESS NOW 

Ecommerce Profit Calendar ($47 Value) 

https://bit.ly/fbcoursebonus
https://vimeo.com/limitlessland/review/145459493/eb427ab51c


 

With this ecommerce marketing planner, you'll know what offers are good for 
each month, and how it relates to your ecommerce business.  

Download Now 

Ecommerce Ads Map ($37 Value) 

 

Learn about the exact new product launch map, that will show you the 
overview and strategy that come with releasing new product for ecommerce. 

Download Now 

1500 Niches ($67 Value) 

https://slingly.s3.amazonaws.com/lm/slingly-profit-calendar.pdf
https://slingly.s3.amazonaws.com/lm/slingly-Internal-Ads-Map-Process.pdf


 

Don't know what niches to go in to ? Then this pdf list will show you 1500 
niches that are profitable and ready for you to go into a dominate with Vyco. 

Download Now 

YOUTUBE MARKETING EXCELLENCE 
($297 Value) 

https://slingly.s3.amazonaws.com/lm/slingly-1500-Researched-Profitable-Niches.xlsx


 

Discover How To Get Traffic With YouTube Even Faster And Improve 
Your Results… This Is The Fastest Way To Become A YouTube Traffic 
Expert! 
 
Video marketing has the ability to grab attention and to help you establish 
authority in ways that no other form of marketing can approach; so it's 
absolutely vital that you start leveraging this type of marketing in your strategy 
as soon as possible. In fact, video marketing is so powerful that it could very 
well be all that you need in order to get word out about your business. 
 
Recent studies indicate that more than half (57%) of people have watched at 
least one video online at some point in their lives, while nearly one-fifth of 
people (19%) say they watch videos online every day. These numbers are 



rapidly growing as more people are using the Internet and social media every 
day. 
 
As much as society loves the television, computers are gradually taking over 
the device. If you have a newer model television, all it takes is a USB cable to 
connect your TV to your computer. With a variety of online services and 
streaming websites out there, you can watch anything you want online, 
whether it’s your favorite show, new movies, or your local news cast. 
 
As the Internet has advanced, audio and video files are replacing text and 
graphics. This extremely powerful medium is something many marketers can 
use to send their online businesses from the bottom to the top. 

Download Now! 

Client Sign Up And Proposal Contracts 
($2,997 Value) 

 

https://mega.nz/#!cAEhwahB!LBZv-99mLuvD9AxVzyTzashq23RWunBwuSEevXaVGUY


Here you’ll be getting the EXACT contract we use to easily get clients signed 
up and pay us anywhere from $500-$3,000 a month. And also the EXACT 
contracts we used for one-time services (like selling a video to a client). 
 
Having a proper contract allows you to look a lot more professional AND truly 
commits your clients to working with you. 
 
If you went to an attorney to have contracts like these created from scratch for 
you, you’d easily be paying thousands in fees. 
 
Not only are we saving you money with this bonus, but you’ll be able to 
IMMEDIATELY start signing up clients and sending our proposals.  

Download Now! 

My 100K+ Fan Page Personality Method 
($197 Value) 

Download Now 

Need For SPEED Writing Course ($997 
VALUE) 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/flndy0gryh0oyub/AABpxpST9ecwU3beXs08Im3wa?dl=0
https://evp-4eae168be2938-c6f34f9f553bdd0174cb44baf8d0dc65.s3.amazonaws.com/ThePersonailtyMethod.mp4


This hefty pre-selling course contains everything you need to be a preselling 
master. Imagine being able to write highly engaging and shareable content 

within hours, instead of days or weeks. 

Download Now! 

FB TIMELINE PRO ($97 VALUE) 

 

This hefty pre-selling course contains everything you need to be a preselling 
master. Imagine being able to write highly engaging and shareable content 

within hours, instead of days or weeks. 

Download Now! 

BRANDING SECRETS ($97 VALUE) 

https://mega.nz/#!IIcGDDaa!CnM6M5bkvO17x4vkCSIitBYN1_g7OCEA1vSkJsgGknI
https://mega.nz/#!IUEilYwS!_cIldIdIEQlPbaqkJelWS6mtaLBZD-1ls4bYk8uG_h8


 

Discover How To Successfully Market Your Brand Online And Share 
Your Story with Your Audience! You'll Find Out The Tips, Techniques 
And Exact Steps To Build Your Brand And Develop a Social Media 
Strategy! 
 
Internet Marketers have it really hard these days. We are all targeting the 
same group of people, with the same basic product offerings and sometimes 
even at the same time.  
 
This is especially true for the world of Online Marketing. Some may find our 
efforts informative or even amusing. Others are downright annoyed and seek 
out every possible way to silence the noisy atmosphere we have created as 
we compete with each other. 



 
To make matters worse, many of the promotions online are fictitious and have 
left our target market overly skeptical about everything they see online. Many 
of them have actually suffered serious financial loss as a result of the tactics 
of unscrupulous marketers. In fact, less than 25% of all consumers actually 
trust advertisements they see online. Just think about how negatively this will 
affect your sales! 
 
But, do not despair, building a recognizable brand is within your reach if you 
are willing to learn how to play your cards right. Marketing a business or brand 
online has become one of the most popular ways for Entrepreneurs to reach 
their target audience. 
 
Gone are the days when a good billboard and couple of well-designed posters 
would be enough to get you on the map. If you do not take the time to 
establish your brand’s online presence, it can easily become forgotten or 
overshadowed by its competitors. Keeping ahead of the game now means 
carefully integrating online marketing into your overall marketing strategy and 
thus building a brand that needs no introduction.  
 
 
The truth is, marketing your brand online is not an overly complicated task. 
But like any other skill, you must take the time to learn as much as you can 
about the task at hand and the best way to achieve the desired results. 
 
 
Below are the chapters that you are about to explore: 
 
Chapter 1 – Carefully Define Your Brand And All That It Represents 
 
Chapter 2 – Create Your Own Identity 
 
Chapter 3 – Use Relevant Content to Emphasize One Key Message 
 
Chapter 4 – Leverage The Voice of Existing Industry Leaders 
 
Chapter 5 – Design A Suitable Social Media Strategy 

Download Now! 

PINTEREST TRAFFIC ($97 VALUE) 

https://mega.nz/#!dEsUnLiZ!unCRF7KzhUFITJGG4vIRubFxym34ZIuiNDwjNwm0Hlk


 

Learn The Secrets For Using Pinterest To Generate Hordes of Viewers To 
Any Page You Want! 
 
 
If you’re a marketer and you’re not on Pinterest, then you’re missing out on 
one of the biggest and the most flexible/powerful platforms out there. Pinterest 
may not be quite as big as Facebook in terms of pure users but it’s actually 
not as far behind as you might think. What’s more, it has a ton of unique 
features that present excellent opportunities for the savvy marketer. 
 
 



The main problem that brands seem to have when it comes to Pinterest is that 
they don’t see how they can get it to relate to them. Pinterest is very visual 
and creative, it’s made up of images that people pin to their ‘boards’ and that 
others can then comment on or ‘re-pin’. Thus it clearly lends itself to 
companies that have an artistic, trendy, stylish or visual side. But how can this 
possibly be useful for a company that sells life insurance? Or for a blogger 
who is promoting the ‘work online’ lifestyle? 
 
 
And seeing as Facebook and Twitter are so much bigger, does it really 
matter? Well the first thing you should get out of your head is the idea that 
Pinterest isn’t that big. In fact, Pinterest currently has 100 million users which 
is really pretty massive – and a subset of the market that you just can’t ignore. 
Also interesting is that 85% of those 100 million users are female. 
 
 
This is quite unique for any social network and provides you with a great way 
to reach a female audience – something that a lot of blogs and brands could 
stand to do a little more effectively. 42% of all adult women in the US use 
Pinterest which is massive – and actually 13% of males do which is still rather 
significant. 
 
 
While Pinterest has a ton of users, it also has the advantage of being a 
platform that visitors can enjoy without signing up. That means that your 
potential reach is in fact much larger than you might at first have thought.  
 
 
Pinterest is also one of the fastest growing platforms and is expected to 
acquire another 47.5 million users in 2015. So you need to be on Pinterest 
and this is especially true once you realize that there are plenty of ways you 
can succeed on the platform even if your niche isn’t terribly creative or visual." 

Download Now! 

FACEBOOK AUTHORITY SECRETS ($47 
Value) 

https://mega.nz/#!lMMVVLTJ!ZiL9en6hYhCAQaGDjcadMuw9pqNHej7ITon6LNqCngI


 

Discover How You Can Attract A Long List Of Followers And Close 
Sales Using Only Your Facebook Profile! 
 
 
Whether you are an individual or own a business, it is important to establish a 
social media presence online. This book is designed to provide you with the 
steps that you need to take in order to establish yourself on the different social 
media outlets that are popular today. 
 


